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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of four
different electronic apex locators in the presence of various
irrigation solutions or dry canal condition. Nineteen mandibular
incisor teeth were selected. The real working lengths (RWL) of
teeth were measured with #15 K-file. The electronic working
lengths (EWLs) were measured with Root ZX mini, Raypex 6,
iPex II, and Propex II under the condition of dry canal and in
the presence of sodium hypochlorite and QMix. The difference
between EWL and RWL was calculated. Root ZX mini was more
accurate than Propex II under dry condition. No difference was
found between the electronic apex locators in the presence of
sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl). In the presence of QMix, Propex II
and Root ZX mini demonstrated more accurate measurements
than iPex II. Root ZX mini was found more accurate under dry
condition than in the presence of QMix. Raypex 6 demonstrated
more accuracy in the presence of QMix when compared with
NaOCl. iPex II showed similar measurements with all tested
solutions. Propex II was more accurate in the presence of QMix.
All devices can be considered reliable when used with QMix
irrigation solution and with any irrigant.
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INTRODUCTION
The accurate determination of real working length
(RWL) has a major impact on the outcome of root canal
treatment.1 An essential prerequisite is the establishment
of correct working length during root canal preparation,
as failure to do so may result in accidental extrusion of
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the irrigant, dressing, or filling and persistent periapical
inflammation and postoperative pain.2
The traditional method used to determine RWL is
based on the radiographic visualization of an instrument
placed in the root canal. Radiographs provide a twodimensional (2D) image of a three-dimensional (3D)
structure; they are subject to distortion and magnification
and may not blot out the apical foramen localization
because of anatomic deviations.3 Recently, the electronic
method for working length determination has gained
popularity. It has been reported that radiographic
methods for tooth length determination might be less
accurate than the electronic method.4 Despite having an
accuracy of 80–90% in most root canals, their performance
can be limited by multiple factors: the presence of a
nearby metallic restoration or vital tissue, the type of
any electrolytes in the canals, the diameter of the apical
foramen, the absence/presence of apical constriction,
and the size of file in use.2 The electrolytes in root canals
are considered to be one of the main factors that affect
the precision of measurements made by electronic apex
locators (EALs).3 Since various irrigation solutions are
used during endodontic practice, their effects on the
accuracy of EALs must be evaluated.
Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) is a commonly
used irrigation solution in endodontic practice. The
utilization of NaOCl irrigant in endodontics is justified
by its undeniable importance as a result of both its
wide-spectrum antimicrobial activity and its properties
as a tissue solvent.5 NaOCl is an effective organic tissue
solvent, but it is unable to remove the smear layer by
itself.5 Current literature contains limited data about the
QMix (Dentsply Tulsa Dental, Tulsa, OK, USA) irrigation
solution. QMix contains ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA), chlorhexidine (CHX), and a detergent.
QMix is effective at removing smear layer and contains
antimicrobial agents.5 The ability to remove smear layer
by QMix was comparable to EDTA, and QMix was
superior to CHX and MTAD in killing Enterococcus faecalis
in biofilm culture.6
The aim of this in vitro study was to evaluate the
effect of QMix solution on the accuracy of four different
EALs in comparison with NaOCl and dry condition. The
null hypothesis was that the presence of QMix will not
adversely affect the accuracy of the EALs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nineteen extracted single-rooted mandibular incisors
were selected. After extraction, all teeth were kept in
saline solution. Then the teeth were placed in 2.5%
NaOCl solution for 2 hours and organic residues were
removed. The teeth were numbered and decoronated
at the cementoenamel junction with a diamond disk to
produce a flat surface for the precise location of the
rubber stop.
Gates Glidden burs (#06, #08, and #10; DentsplyMaillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) were used to flare
the coronal third of each canal. The patency of the apical
foramen was verified using a #15 K-file. All teeth were
radiographed in both mesiodistal and buccolingual
directions to verify absence of root resorption.
The RWL was measured by inserting a #15 stainless
steel file (VDW Antaeos, Munich, Germany) with a
silicone stop, until the tip of the file was observed at the
level of the apical foramen. The distance between the file
tip and stopper adjacent to the flat, horizontal surface of
the root was measured with a digital caliper at 0.02-mm
accuracy. The measurements were repeated three times
for each canal and averaged.
All specimens and an apex locator clip were embedded
in an alginate model to simulate the periodontal ligament
specially developed to test EALs.4 The specimens
were kept in position until the alginate had set
completely. All measurements were made in an interval
of 2 hours, with the alginate kept sufficiently humid for
this time.
Four different EALs were used: Root ZX mini
(J Morita Co., Kyoto, Japan), Raypex 6 (VDW, Munich,
Germany), iPex II (NSK, Tochigi, Japan), and Propex II
(Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland).
To determine the influence of irrigation solution,
the following measurements were performed: Without
irrigating solution (dry canal), in the presence of 2.5%
NaOCl, and in the presence of QMix irrigation solutions.
Initially, all root canals were dried with paper points
for dry canal measurements. In the groups including
irrigation solution, a total of 2.5 ml of each solution was
used to irrigate each root canal. After the measurements
with NaOCl were completed, the root canals were
irrigated with 2.5 ml of distilled water. The dryness of
root canals was checked with paper points carefully

before the measurements with QMix irrigating solution
were initiated.
The EALs were used in accordance with the manufacturers’ instructions. All measurements were recorded
and were considered valid if the instrument remained
stable for at least 5 seconds. Three measurements were
taken, averaged, and recorded in terms of millimeters.
Each electronic working length (EWL) was measured
by two examiners and the inter-examiner agreement was
verified. To obtain a consistent EWL, new measurements
were obtained when there was a discrepancy among the
examiners’ results. The evaluators were unaware of the
preliminary measurements of the RWL.
The difference between measurements was calculated by subtracting RWL from EWL for each tooth.
Positive values indicated measurements that were long
of the apical constriction, negative values indicated
measurements that were short of the apical constriction, and 0.0 values were considered coinciding measurements.
Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical
Package for the Social Science (SPSS) version 18.0 software
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Distribution of data was
determined by Shapiro–Wilks test. Descriptive statistics
were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Variables
were compared with the repeated measures analysis
of variance or the Friedman test. Bonferroni test was
used for post hoc test after repeated measures analysis
of variance. The Wilcoxon test with the Bonferroni
correction was used as a post hoc test, if the Friedman test
is statistically significant. A p-value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant for all tests.

RESULTS
The mean values and standard deviations for all groups
are listed in Table 1. Root ZX mini was more accurate than
Propex II under dry condition (p = 0.016). No difference was
found between the EALs in the presence of NaOCl. In the
presence of QMix, Propex II and Raypex 6 demonstrated
more accurate measurements than iPex II and Root ZX
mini of the time to ± 0.5 mm (p <  0.001). However, no
difference was found when ± 1 mm was considered.
When the EALs were compared, Root ZX mini
was found more accurate under dry condition than
in the presence of QMix solution (p = 0.003). Raypex 6
demonstrated more accuracy in the presence of QMix

Table 1: The mean values and standard deviations for all groups
Irrigation solution
Dry
NaOCl
QMix
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Root ZX mini (mean ± SD)
−0.5221 ± .44094
−0.7463 ± 0.44942
−0.6900 ± 0.31581

Raypex 6 (mean ± SD)
−0.6674 ± 0.32685
−0.6937 ± 0.39924
−0.4974 ± 0.36600

iPex II (mean ± SD)
−0.6940 ± 0.3925
−0.7311 ± 0.41453
−0.5879 ± 0.28897

Propex II (mean ± SD)
−0.7821 ± 0.3915
−0.7837 ± 0.38287
−0.3926 ± 0.33255
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when compared with NaOCl (p = 0.008). iPex II showed
similar measurements with all tested solutions and
conditions. Propex II was more accurate in the presence
of QMix solution (p < 0.001).
The accuracies of EALs in establishing the working
length were as follows:
Root ZX mini: With dry canal, it was accurate 52.6% of
the time to ± 0.5 mm and 89.4% of the time to ± 1 mm;
with 2.5% NaOCl, it was accurate 47.3% of the time to
± 0.5 mm and 78.9% of the time to ± 1 mm; with QMix,
it was accurate 31.5% of the time to ± 0.5 mm and 89.4%
of the time to ± 1 mm.
Raypex 6: With dry canal, it was accurate 42.1% of the
time to ± 0.5 mm and 89.4% of the time to ± 1 mm;
with 2.5% NaOCl, it was accurate 42.1% of the time to
± 0.5 mm and 78.9% of the time to ± 1 mm; with QMix,
it was accurate 57.9% of the time to ± 0.5 mm and 94.7%
of the time to ± 1 mm.
iPex II: With dry canal, it was accurate 36.9% of the
time to ± 0.5 mm and 78.9% of the time to ± 1 mm;
with 2.5% NaOCl, it was accurate 36.9% of the time to
± 0.5 mm and 73.6% of the time to ± 1 mm; with QMix,
it was accurate 42.1% of the time to ± 0.5 mm and 89.4%
of the time to ± 1 mm.
Propex II: With dry canal, it was accurate 36.9% of the
time to ± 0.5 mm and 78.9% of the time to ± 1 mm;
with 2.5% NaOCl, it was accurate 42.1% of the time to
± 0.5 mm and 78.9% of the time to ± 1 mm; with QMix,
it was accurate 68.4% of the time to ± 0.5 mm and 94.7%
of the time to ± 1 mm.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, the distance between the file tip
and the major foramen was calculated. Various studies
have used the major foramen as a reference point.7,8 The
distance between the apical major foramen and the minor
foramen varies from 0.5 to 1.0 mm for teeth of different
ages.9 Taking into account the enormous anatomical
variability of the apical region, some authors take
± 1 mm to be the acceptable error range.10 Determination
of working length with a variation of ± 1 mm was
considered as acceptable.1,10 In the present study, when the
mean values were considered, none of the tested devices
measured the EWL beyond apical constriction. All
devices demonstrated significantly short working length
determination when compared with RWL. However,
when variation of ± 1 mm as acceptable was considered,
all devices demonstrated reliable results.
The Root ZX is one of the most studied EALs. Similar
to our results, evaluation of Root ZX showed that the
device gave reliable working length determinations
without going beyond the apical foramen in human

extracted teeth.11 Root ZX can determine working length
similarly in both in vivo and in vitro conditions, with no
statistically significant differences.12 The in vivo accuracy
of Root ZX was 91.7% for the apical constriction location.13
Similar results were observed, in vitro, by D’Assunção
et al,14 presenting an effectiveness of 89.7% for Root
ZX. Root ZX mini has a similar working principle with
Root ZX and can measure in both wet or dry canal
conditions.15 Root ZX was shown to have a significantly
higher accuracy in dry canals when compared with
moistened H2O2.16 In contrast to this result, in our study,
no difference was found between dry canal and presence
of tested irrigation solutions. Our results supported the
findings of a previous study, which stated that the Root
ZX EAL was not affected by 2.5% NaOCl.3
Limited data are available evaluating iPex apex
locators. Additionally, no research is available concerning
the accuracy of iPex II at present. The iPex demonstrated
similar accuracy to Root ZX in determining the working
length, in vivo.17 The accuracy of the iPex EAL was not
affected by the presence of 2.5% NaOCl.3 Our results
supported this finding and demonstrated that no
difference was found between the accuracy of iPex II
when various irrigation solutions were used (p = 0.062).
In determining the EWL in the present study, the Root ZX
mini and iPex II were accurate 47.3 and 42.8% of the time
to ± 0.5 mm respectively. Our results were quite similar
to those of a previous report, in which Duran-Sindreu et
al3 reported that the Root ZX and iPex were accurate 46.4
and 42.8%, respectively, under similar conditions. The
similarity between the results of both studies could be
explained by the same working principles of Root ZX/
Root ZX mini and iPex/iPex II EALs.
The Raypex 6 is a new multifrequency EAL and
a survey of literature showed that limited data are
available to date. The Raypex 6 detects the major
foramen more consistently than the apical constriction.
This was explained by the sudden change in electric
impedance produced when the file is displaced from
within the canal to the conducting medium.1 In this
study, the third green bar limit of the Raypex 6 display
was considered to represent the apical constriction in
accordance with a previous study1 that used the same
reference. In our study, significant difference was found
when Raypex 6, NaOCl, or QMix irrigation solutions were
used as irrigants. The mean EWL for NaOCl and QMix
solutions were −0.69 and −0.50 respectively. However,
both measurements could be defined as acceptable when
the acceptable error range of ± 1 mm was taken.10 No
difference was found between dry canal and presence of
tested solutions. The results, in agreement with previous
results,1,18 showed that electronic measurements in dry
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canals can be performed with results similar to those
obtained in the presence of NaOCl.
Propex technology was considered reliable in the
presence of various root canal irrigants.19 Similarly, Propex II
was found to be an accurate device in determining
the actual working length. Additionally, Propex II was
reported to be more accurate than the digital radiographic
method.20 The present study supported this finding and
demonstrated that Propex II measured the EWL with an
acceptable accuracy. In addition to this finding, when
mean values were considered, Propex II demonstrated the
most acceptable result in the presence of QMix solution,
with a statistically significant difference. Propex II
reached a 94.7% level of accuracy. This percentage was
considered acceptable for clinical practice and was in
accordance with a previous finding.21
QMix is a new irrigation solution and the influence
of this solution on the accuracy of EALs has not been
tested and reported to date. Various studies evaluated
the efficacy of this newly developed solution in terms of
effect on root canal dentin,22 smear layer removal,23 and
antimicrobial activity.6 According to the results of these
studies, the QMix solution demonstrated promising
results and has potential as a commonly used endodontic
irrigant. Irrigation with NaOCl after demineralizing
agents causes dentinal erosion.24 Therefore, irrigation
with a combination product, such as QMix provides
dentinal surface without erosion and simplifies the
irrigation protocol.6 QMix was recommended as a final
rinse after NaOCl.6 However, in addition to its superior
smear layer removing property, the solution was reported
to be as effective as 6% sodium hypochlorite against
E. faecalis in dentinal tubules.25 It could be hypothesized
that depending on properties, QMix irrigation may
be recommended for not only final irrigation, but also
in earlier stages of root canal treatment. Accordingly,
QMix may be a suitable irrigation solution during
working length determination with EALs. Propex II and
Raypex 6 demonstrated more accurate measurements
than iPex II and Root ZX mini when ± 0.5 mm was
considered as acceptable in the presence of QMix
solution. However, iPex II demonstrated comparable
results when compared with the measurements in the
presence of NaOCl. Additionally, all tested EAL devices
demonstrated reliable results when ± 1 mm was considered
acceptable.

CONCLUSION
Depending on the results, the null hypothesis could be
accepted and EAL measurements were not adversely
affected in the presence of QMix. Measurements were
within the ± 1 mm clinical tolerance range; all devices can
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be considered reliable when used with QMix irrigation
solution and with any irrigant.
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